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JRR Tolkien: [his studies, his myths, his quotes, his Jesuit leadership]
https://www.RestoreMBI.com/JRR-Tolkien2.htm
https://www.RestoreMBI.com/JRR-Tolkien2.pdf
Hello brothers and sisters in Christ, and prayer partners,

May 2019

JRR Tolkien is a very popular name, and has been for over 100 years, but his fame is from his demonic
imaginations and fantasies, and that is not a good thing. I have heard of him for the last 20 to 25 years, and
have tried to read his books a little and such. Only now do I finally have enough information about him to
understand why his demon myths never appealed to me - they are a deep satanic primer on anti-God
beliefs that turn (or seek to) people away from God, toward sin, and to be open to the influence of demons.
This is a short report on him, since he's getting a lot of positive PR from the Vatican and the Jesuits and
other pagan world leaders. These next notes are drawn from resources such as Newsweek's article, the
2019 film "Tolkien" and a few other sources including his own quotes, and the Biblical analysis is from
honest Biblical teaching. Tolkien was a Jesuit and the details prove it, as seen below.
John Ronald Reuel Tolkien was born in South Africa to a well-to-do banker family, working with the Vatican
and Rothschilds banking systems in South Africa. He was born in 1892 and his dad died just 4 years later.
His mother moved him and his little brother to Birmingham Britain and took care of them thanks to their
Mom's wealthy family. That changed when his Mom converted to becoming a Catholic in 1900 - the family
apparently cut financial ties then. His Mom's Catholic "father" helped them find a place they could afford
better. But, JRR's mom's health grew steadily worse until she died just 4 years later. Now as orphans, the
two brothers were now in the care of the Catholics and were housed between the homes of relatives and
boarding houses. At the Catholic school is where he met 3 boys who would become his best friends and
would form the inseparable bond, or "fellowship" that become the TCBS - "Tea Club and Barovian Society".
It was at one of those boarding houses that he met the lady he fell in love with and was eventually to marry
- Edith Bratt. They quickly found a deep similar interest in fantasy and mythologies and grew to be good
friends. JRR was able to get into Exeter at Oxford (barely) but missed Edith and almost got expelled, until
he met the professor of languages and Greek + Roman + Norse mythology (Mr. Wright) and gained a
scholarship because of his love of myths and inventions of some demonically-inspired elfish and fantasy
languages. But, his studies were interrupted by the Vatican's crusade, called the "war to end all wars" (WWI)
where they murdered every Jewish person they could, and any protestant or anyone else that was standing
in the way of Rome. But, John did get married to Edith just before going to war and stayed in touch with
her throughout the war. In the war, 2 of his 3 band-of-brothers died, and the one who survived was
mentally wounded and crushed by the cruelty of the Catholic/Vatican war-machine and its tactics. You may
well remember that Hitler and his top generals were all advanced Catholic leaders - Jesuits. The "Vatican's
Holocaust" (and many other books) details many of the atrocities done by the Rome-appointed dictators
and their Catholic-filled armies. [See more at: https://www.incpu.org/books.htm]
But, the Vatican's crusade/war also took a huge toll on Tolkien's body as well - he came back to England
with what was known as "trench fever", Edith staying by his bedside until he woke up. Tolkien continued
writing his fantasy books and demonic languages and eventually published quite a few of them. You might
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recognized some of his demonic fantasy books, because they are very popular with satanists, mythologists,
and theosophists worldwide. Some of his books that you may have heard of include: "The Hobbit" (pub
1937), ten years later "The Lord of the Rings" trio -- "The Fellowship of the Ring" (pub 1954), "The Two
Towers" (pub 1954), and "The Return of the King" (pub 1955).

In the movie, "Tolkien" (2019), it depicts something that most other works don't reference much - his
demonic visions and/or dreams. Tolkien was known for not only writing these demonic fantasies, but also in
drawing the visuals given to him by demons. I personally believe that the details show that he was demon
possessed as a young boy, probably thanks to a Jesuit/Catholic priest. The movie and written history all
seem to scrub anything that would honestly shed light on how Tolkien become possessed by demons to get
their "wisdom", but the evidence and clues are there - just not the how. But, anyone getting visions of
demons and demonic beings, and having the demonic wisdom to create mythical creatures is heavily
influenced by demons and used to talking to them, if not fully demon-possessed.
What confuses many Christians about Tolkien is that he claims to believe in Jesus... but he proves
otherwise in other quotes. Here is a quote to look at where he claims to be a Christian. "I am a Christian
and indeed a Catholic so that I do not expect 'history' to be anything but a 'long defeat' - though it
contains (and in a legend may contain more clearly and movingly) some samples or glimpses of final
victory." Notice, he did not say God defeating the devil, but left it a lot more vague - why? Because he
didn't actually believe the Bible, in fact, he called the Bible a fairy tale on more than 1 occasion. Here is
just one of those quotes: "The Resurrection was the greatest 'eu-catastrophy' [meaning exceedingly
good type of catastrophe] possible in the greatest Fairy Story - and produces that essential emotion:
Christian joy which produces tears because it is qualitatively so like sorrow, because it comes from
those places where Joy and Sorrow are at one, reconciled, as selfishness and altruism are lost in
love." Notice that JRR Tolkien doesn't know the Bible - to him there is nothing really "good" and nothing
really "bad". Being a mythologist, Tolkien had rejected the God of true love and true holiness and honest
truth, and had replaced Holy, Holy, Holy God with a figment of his imagination, inspired by demons and the
great false gospels called the Greek and Roman and Norse mythologies. Nothing was really true or sacred to
Tolkien.
Let's look at another quote of Tolkien's. "There is some good in the world, and it's worth fighting for."
How many lies can you see in that quote? Here's another quote: "The birth, death, and resurrection of
Jesus means that one day everything sad will come untrue." There he is allegorizing God's Word something Jesuits and mythologists do as a regular pattern. Truth is irrelative to them, for they have
reduced it all to "stories". Here he says it again, in another form: "There is a place called 'heaven' where
the good here unfinished is completed, and where the stories unwritten, and the hopes unfulfilled,
are continued. We may laugh together yet." And here's another quote: "A single dream is more powerful
than a thousand realities." But Tolkien continues - "Still around the corner there may wait a new road
or a secret gate, and though I oft have passed them by, a day will come at last when I, shall take the
hidden paths that run, West of the moon, and east of the sun." This is Tolkien at his most honest - he
was always looking for another path, anything but Jesus. I know that will be hard for some to hear, but
Jesus taught it plainly. Let us see what Jesus said. "13 Enter by the narrow gate; for wide is the gate and
broad is the way that leads to destruction, and there are many who go in by it. 14 Because narrow is
the gate and difficult is the way which leads to life, and there are few who find it." (Matthew 7:21-23)
And again, Jesus said: "21 Not everyone who says to Me, 'Lord, Lord,' shall enter the Kingdom of Heaven,
but he who does the will of My Father in Heaven. 22 Many will say to Me in that day, 'Lord, Lord, have
we not prophesied in Your name, cast out demons in Your name, and done many wonders in Your
name?' 23 And then I will declare to them, 'I never knew you; depart from Me, you who practice
lawlessness!'" (Matthew 7:21-23) And again, Jesus warned us: "24 Strive to enter through the narrow gate,
for many, I say to you, will seek to enter and will not be able." (Luke 13:24) And again, God says: "8 But
even if we, or an angel from heaven, preach any other gospel to you than what we have preached to
you, let him be accursed. 9 As we have said before, so now I say again, if anyone preaches any other
gospel to you than what you have received, let him be accursed. 10 For do I now persuade men, or God?

Or do I seek to please men? For if I still pleased men, I would not be a bondservant of Christ."
(Galatians 1:8-9)
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So, what was Tolkien teaching? Great question - 2 things: 1) the false light and "goodness" of masonry, and
2) the mythologies of Catholicism. Here are a some quotes that show this clearly. Let us start with the
quotes of reducing truth and God's to the twisted "light" of masonry.
"Myth and fairy-story must, as all art, reflect and contain in solution elements of moral and religious
truth (or error), but not explicit, not in the known form of the primary 'real world'."
"Do not meddle in the affairs of Wizards, for they are subtle and quick to anger."
"The world is indeed full of peril, and in it there are many dark places; but still there is much that is
fair, and though in all lands love is now mingled with grief; it grows perhaps the greater."
"No half-heartedness and no worldly fear must turn aside from following the light unflinchingly."
There are quite a few more quotes for this category that show that JRR Tolkien was living for the "here and
now" and the sin-filled pleasures of this life, almost as though he believe that the afterlife was a myth, and
to enjoy the passing pleasures of sin was as close to Heaven as he was going to get. True salvation is not
given by a Vatican/Jesuit "priest" - it comes with a relationship with God, which Tolkien clearly didn't have,
for he was wandering in the dark because he rejected God's Truth found in the Bible. Remember, God
explains that those who reject God and choose to chase love of sin and this world, make themselves
enemies of God.
"15 Do not love the world or the things in the world. If anyone loves the world, the love of the Father is
not in him. 16 For all that is in the world--the wants of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the pride of
life--is not of the Father but is of the world. 17 And the world is passing away, and the lusts of it; but he
who does the will of God abides forever." (1st John 2:15-17)
"1 Where do wars and fights come from among you? Do they not come from your desires for pleasure
that war in your members? 2 You lust and do not have. You murder and covet and cannot obtain. You
fight and war. Yet you do not have because you do not ask. 3 You ask and do not receive, because you
ask amiss, that you may spend it on your pleasures. 4 Adulterers and adulteresses! Do you not know
that friendship with the world is enmity with God? Whoever therefore wants to be a friend of the
world makes himself an enemy of God. 5 Or do you think that the Scripture says in vain, "The Spirit
who dwells in us yearns jealously"? 6 But He gives more grace. Therefore He says: "God resists the
proud, But gives grace to the humble." 7 Therefore submit to God. Resist the devil and he will flee from
you. 8 Draw near to God and He will draw near to you. Cleanse your hands, you sinners; and purify
your hearts, you double-minded. 9 Lament and mourn and weep! Let your laughter be turned to
mourning and your joy to gloom. 10 Humble yourselves in the sight of the Lord, and He will lift you up."
(James 4:1-10)
But then, there's the second category - Tolkien's defense of the lies of the Vatican. Here are 3 quotes with
links below - very prominent Catholic papers wrote these and quoted them, with the books they were
quoting from.
"I myself am convinced by Petrine claims, nor looking around the world does there seem much doubt
which (if Christianity is true) is the True Church, the temple of the Spirit dying but living, corrupt but
holy, self-reforming and re-arising.
"But for me that Church of which the Pope is the acknowledged head on earth has as chief claim that
it is the one that has (and still does) ever defended the Blessed Sacrament, and given it most honor,
and put (as Christ plainly intended) in the prime place.
"'Feed my sheep' was His last charge to St. Peter; and since His words are always first to be
understood literally, I suppose them to refer primarily to the Bread of Life. It was against this that
the W. European revolt (or Reformation) was really launched - 'the blasphemous fable of the Mass' and faith/works a mere red herring."
- Quoted from: "Man and Myth", page 193
>> Biblical analysis: I must reply to this sickening quote. First off, you will not find one place in Scripture
where Peter set up the supposed "Church of Rome" - not one. Secondly, God through Peter condemned
Rome in 2nd Peter - proving that he would *never* have agreed to what they are doing, and not only that,
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because Peter *is* alive, he is standing in condemnation of the Vatican and all of her crimes, mythologies,
pagan rituals, and false teachings and false gospels. All of them. When Jesus taught "Feed My sheep", Jesus
was clearly teaching Peter to feed them spiritually - it had nothing to do with a bland wafer and wine that
supposedly "magically" becomes the actual body and blood of Christ, just because a false "priest" does an
incantation to make it so. God is very clear in the Old and New Testaments to *not* eat meat with blood Genesis 9:4; Leviticus 19:26; Acts 15:18-20. And, sadly, the "Reformation" stopped at trying to make the
Vatican reform... what we all need to keep doing is learning the lies of Babylon that we have accidentally
accepted as true, and unlearning them, and refusing to practice them - not trying to reform satan's largest
pagan temple to the "gods" of his imagination. The Vatican refuses to actually believe and practice that
salvation comes only through Jesus the Christ and insists on adding very tainted "good works" to it, so
therefore everything they preach is a false gospel, on that premise too. It is no red herring, it is their
condemnation.
Next quote of Tolkien defending the Vatican's false teachings:
"I know exactly what you mean by the order of Grace; and of course by your references to Our Lady,
upon which all of my own small perception of beauty both in majesty and simplicity is founded..."
- Quoted from: "The Philosophy of Tolkien: The Worldview Behind the Lord of the Rings", page 76
>> Biblical analysis: The Vatican's order of grace includes a lot of fake good works, "prayers" to their
"priests", "prayers" or more really - chants - to their "saints", and then doing "penance" = quite literally
giving money or doing "good works" to bribe the Vatican "priests" into granting you forgiveness. The
Vatican's "church of Rome" is a system built on pagan mythologies, false gospels, and layers upon layers of
lies. Look for honest testimonies of former nuns and priests and fathers... you will find that they cry out
against the many evil things the Vatican has done, but white-washes to avoid getting prosecuted for their
crimes. And what they can't white-wash, they will bribe, maim, torture, blackmail, rape, or murder to
cover. That is the Vatican. Do you want facts? Look into any of these books and others like them, and you
will find more facts that you can remember, for the long list of crimes against the people by the Vatican is
staggeringly very, very long. - https://www.incpu.org/books.htm

As for Mary supposedly being their "queen" or "perpetual virgin", etc... look in your Bible, for what Jesus
called her ("woman", nothing more). Look for how many children she had after Jesus. Look in your Bible for
how Mary betrayed Jesus, believing the lies of the demonically driven and furious religious leaders, and
trying to confiscate Jesus and shut Him up from honestly teaching the Word of God and calling out the lying
schemes and hypocrisy of the Jewish leaders. Mary was used to betray Jesus, something she cried very hard
about at the foot of the cross, and got Jesus' forgiveness. Also, look for Jesus' half-brothers and sisters
rejecting Him until after His death. That's just a few really short notes. If you stick with your Bible, you will
find that the Vatican has written many reams of lies for over 1000 years... and although they believe that if
they repeat a lie long enough, loud enough, and often enough, that the gullible people will believe it - God
isn't fooled, neither is His Word (the Bible), and neither are those who use the Word of God (Bible) to test
*everything*.
You can find other quotes of Tolkien and his lies and twists on truth at my resource page for this article:
https://www.incpu.org/Tolkien1.htm
And that leads to my last point, leading to my conclusion and proving my case that Tolkien was indeed a
Jesuit teacher - the highest level Jesuit there is. Do you realize that satan promotes his own. It's true.
When you can identify a very evil person, note who all they promote and examine them - very often, you
will find that they are promoting people just like themselves, and slandering honest people who are telling
the truth. With that thought in mind, think on this - what kind of person would the demonic leadership in
England promote? When you understand that Britain is run by thinly-veiled satanism, occultism, and
masonry, when they promote someone, you should realize that you can't trust them. What am I talking
about? Specifically here, the masonry/Jesuit "knighting" process by the British "royal" government. Every
person they "knight" is already a "knight" in either side of satanic masonry ("Knights of Malta", "Knights
Templar") or satanic Jesuit Catholicism ("Knights of Columbus"). With all of that said, Tolkien was
"knighted" one year before he died - satan was so happy with all of the evil myths Tolkien had written that
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he gave him one of the highest public awards so that everyone would (they hoped) look up to him and
become as much an enemy of God as Tolkien was. Look it up - he really was "knighted". It's referenced in
the Newsweek magazine on Tolkien, and in other online resources that boast about the achievements of his
life. Since Tolkien was not openly a freemason, but was openly a Catholic, his "knighting" would have been
through the KofC = Knights of Columbus. This is also proven by how high Tolkien got into the Masonry/Jesuit
Oxford leadership, at a young age. At the young age of 33, Tolkien obtained the prestigious and coveted
position of "Rawlinson and Bosworth Professorship of Anglo-Saxon Studies" at Oxford University.
In his old age, he kept writing, some of his works not finished until his son finished them and published
them after his death. But, Tolkien did tell us the essential things he wanted to include in his writings and
myths: journeys, paths, quests, fellowship, treasure, love, friendship, magic, wizards, mountains, dragons.
Tolkien is also known for his mythologies about “middle earth”, trying to re-write what the Bible says about
Hell. Tolkien also trained the other well-known satanist: CS Lewis, to be as deep into mythology and
satanism as he. I'm quite sure that Tolkien also helped train, if not directly trained, CS Lewis to be a Jesuit.
Neither of them are "theologians" for they rejected God and replaced Him with myths. Although they may
have known some of the teachings of the Bible and Christianity better than some Christians and so-called
Christians, that didn't save them - it just helps them dupe Christians into reading their satanic writings and
stories. Witches and wizards love both Tolkien's and Lewis's writings and say that they are primers for
satanists and witches. Their writings promote all religions and all "faiths" as if they were all equal ways in
finding God, as you saw in the quotes above (Lewis did the same thing). Below are more verses that
condemn them both.
"2 Preach the word! Be ready in season and out of season. Convince, rebuke, exhort, with all
longsuffering and teaching. 3 For the time will come when they will not endure sound doctrine, but
according to their own desires, because they have itching ears, they will heap up for themselves
teachers; 4 and they will turn their ears away from the truth, and be turned aside to fables. 5 But you
be watchful in all things, endure afflictions, do the work of an evangelist, fulfill your ministry." (2nd
Timothy 4:2-5)
"13 For such are false apostles, deceitful workers, transforming themselves into apostles of Christ. 14
And no wonder! For Satan himself transforms himself into an angel of light. 15 Therefore it is no great
thing if his ministers also transform themselves into ministers of righteousness, whose end will be
according to their works." (2nd Corinthians 11:13-15)

"1 But there were also false prophets among the people, even as there will be false teachers among you,
who will secretly bring in destructive heresies, even denying the Lord who bought them, and bring on
themselves swift destruction. 2 And many will follow their destructive ways, because of whom the way
of truth will be blasphemed. 3 By covetousness they will exploit you with deceptive words; for a long
time their judgment has not been idle, and their destruction does not slumber." (2nd Peter 2:1-3)
"3 Beloved, while I was very diligent to write to you concerning our common salvation, I found it
necessary to write to you exhorting you to contend earnestly for the faith which was once for all
delivered to the saints. 4 For certain men have crept in unnoticed, who long ago were marked out for
this condemnation, ungodly men, who turn the grace of our God into lewdness and deny the only Lord
God and our Lord Jesus Christ.... 8 Likewise also these dreamers defile the flesh, reject authority, and
speak evil of dignitaries... 10 But these speak evil of whatever they do not know; and whatever they
know naturally, like brute beasts, in these things they corrupt themselves. 11 Woe to them! For they
have gone in the way of Cain, have run greedily in the error of Balaam for profit, and perished in the
rebellion of Korah. 12 These are spots in your love feasts, while they feast with you without fear,
serving only themselves. They are clouds without water, carried about by the winds; late autumn trees
without fruit, twice dead, pulled up by the roots; 13 raging waves of the sea, foaming up their own
shame; wandering stars for whom is reserved the blackness of darkness forever." (Jude 1:3-13)
God in His Word clearly condemns calling on demons for wisdom and strength - God calls it sorcery, and it
is one of the worst things a human can do - if they fight to do it, He will let them, but it will condemn their
soul unless they repent, which few - having found the loaned power of demons, return back to God. But
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Tolkien and Lewis loved wizardry and witchcraft, even reducing Jesus' miracles to sorcery, as the Jesuits
and their disciples often do.
"19 Now the works of the flesh are evident, which are: adultery, fornication, uncleanness, lewdness, 20
idolatry, sorcery, hatred, contentions, jealousies, outbursts of wrath, selfish ambitions, dissensions,
heresies, 21 envy, murders, drunkenness, revelries, and the like; of which I tell you beforehand, just as
I also told you in time past, that those who practice such things will not inherit the Kingdom of God."
(Galatians 5:19-21)
Outside of Heaven are the practicing witches and wizards for all eternity, burning in the Lake of Fire which
burns forever.
"14 Blessed are those who do His commandments, that they may have the right to the tree of life, and
may enter through the gates into the city. 15 But outside are dogs and sorcerers and sexually immoral
and murderers and idolaters, and whoever loves and practices a lie." (Revelation 22:14-15)

Both Tolkien and Lewis teach lies about God to children, something Jesus pronounced a millstone judgment
that He executes on them, and will in eternity as well, not in hyperbole, but in reality:
" 6 But whoever causes one of these little ones who believe in Me to sin, it would be better for him if a
millstone were hung around his neck, and he were drowned in the depth of the sea. 7 Woe to the world
because of offenses! For offenses must come, but woe to that man by whom the offense comes! 8 If
your hand or foot causes you to sin, cut it off and cast it from you. It is better for you to enter into life
lame or maimed, rather than having two hands or two feet, to be cast into the everlasting fire. 9 And if
your eye causes you to sin, pluck it out and cast it from you. It is better for you to enter into life with
one eye, rather than having two eyes, to be cast into Hell fire." (Matthew 18:6-9)
Sadly, even on his deathbed (1973), Tolkien was still fighting for his myths, along with his beloved and likeminded wife. Tolkien put the mythology elf name "Luthien" under her name, and had the mythology elf
name "Beren" placed under his name on his tombstone. Both of them now believe in the real God that they
rejected, and are in Hell awaiting the Lake of Fire, where they will be for all eternity. Please don't follow
their paths.
In conclusion, John Ronald Reuel Tolkien was a satanist, who love satan's mythologies all the days of his life,
and was quite comfortable in the Vatican/Jesuit system because they are built on mythology and pagan
traditions. But, worse than that, Tolkien was one of the top Catholic leaders, having studied briefly for the
"priesthood", he trained and became Jesuit trained somehow - during war in France, or back at Oxford, we
do not know. But, with the Jesuit college Marquette University obtaining a large portion of his papers to
preserve and defend him, you can see that Tolkien was a Jesuit through and through - a mythologist,
Catholic mystic - a true Jesuit, deep rejecter of Jesus, and lover of satan and his lies.
Please, please don't follow his path, or the path of Lewis (see future article, or ask questions) and please
warn as many others as you can to stay far away from his books, except to use the Bible to tear them apart
and warn others.
~ Watching, Preaching, Praying,
the team at INCPU/FEDBP and https://www.RestoreMBI.com

